FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How should BoltLube be applied to an AR bolt?

How can I get the most out of BoltLube?

BoltLube contains zMAX Micro-lubricant and is not like any
lube that you have ever used. zMAX absorbs into the surface
of the metal to provide lubrication and resistance to buildup.
Metal pores open up when heated to around 180oF. This allows
zMAX to soak into the pores, protecting the metal from the
inside out. BoltLube relies on the thermal cycling of the parts
for the greatest benefits. The best results are seen after using
the firearm for a while.

How often should I use BoltLube?
It’s up to you. Ask 10 people how often they clean their guns
and you will get 10 different answers. We clean guns every
time after a shooting session. Most often, on tactical rifles, we
want to leave them fouled and ready for work, so we clean,
lube and shoot a couple of fouling rounds before putting them
up. This insures first to second shot consistency and provides
a more predictable cold bore shot.

Is BoltLube better than the lube I currently use?

Yes, and here’s why: First, BoltLube does not evaporate or dry
out to sticky sludge like other products. It stays liquid to lube and
suspend particles of carbon and residue. This keeps your firearm
parts clean and easy to service.
Second, zMAX Micro-lubricant penetrates the metal to prevent
carbon and deposit buildup. Put it on the AR bolt tail and see the
difference. Most cleanups can be done with a paper towel once
BoltLube has seasoned into your gun parts.
Third, BoltLube is temperature stable, meaning it is still thick
enough to provide protection in the heat of summer and pourable
enough to flow in the dead of winter.

What about revolvers?

Bore Cleaner and Conditioner is the perfect lubrication for rotational
parts. The open nature of the cylinder to bore gap makes the face
of the cylinder ideal for Bore Cleaner and Conditioner to prevent
deposits.

What should I use to clean my gun parts
and the bore of my barrel?
We recommend a thinner liquid to penetrate and dissolve
buildup deposits. Also, the rings on an AR require a thin liquid
to get the particulates out. For this, use Bore Cleaner and
Conditioner. Made specifically for bores, it is also for general
cleaning.
It is critically important to clean and lube your bore. Using too
much of any lube in your bore can cause unsafe buildup of
pressure as the bullet travels down the barrel. We recommend
you always run a dry patch through your bore before storing
the rifle. Bore Cleaner and Conditioner is perfect for removing
lead, copper, powder deposits, then protecting the bore from
additional deposits and rust.
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